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Polar ordering of smectic liquid crystals within the interfacial region

M. Harke, M. Ibn-Elhaj, H. Mo¨hwald, and H. Motschmann*

Max-Planck-Institute of Colloids and Interfaces, Rudower Chaussee 5, D-12489 Berlin, Germany
~Received 16 July 1997!

The triblock organosiloxane liquid crystalline 4-~pentamethyl-disiloxanyl-n-pentyloxy!-48-cyanodiphenyl,
which forms a smecticSA phase in the bulk, was investigated at the air-water interface. Imaging null ellip-
sometry was employed for visualization of morphology and thickness determination. The surface pressure-area
(p-A) isotherm exhibits several plateaus, each corresponding to the formation of an interdigitated bilayer. The
system is ideally suited for assessment of the influence of the interface on the order and structure of the smectic
bulk phase. By further compression all subsequently formed bilayers are of identical thickness and the value
matches the layer spacing of theSA phase. Despite these apparent similarities, deviations between bulk and
interfacial regions were revealed by optical second-harmonic generation. In contrast to the bulk, the first and
second bilayers contain an excess of dipoles as well as molecules with tilt. The transition region between the
bulk and interface is composed of at least two bilayers. The findings were further verified by surface potential
measurements.@S1063-651X~98!13002-7#

PACS number~s!: 61.30.2v
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I. INTRODUCTION

Liquid crystals are fluid systems that respond to slig
changes in applied external forces@1#. This feature makes
them attractive for many applications, e.g., in displays.
this respect, one important, but still not completely und
stood process, is the way in which liquid crystals are
chored to an interface and how this interfacial order effe
the volume phase@2#. The presence of a transition~interface-
bulk! region seems to be a common feature of nematic liq
crystals and is confirmed by a great body of experimen
evidence. However, smectic liquid crystals~layer structures!
seem to lack this features@3#. Our present contribution fo
cuses in particular on this aspect.

Among the established surface analytical tools, seco
harmonic generation~SHG! is ideally suited to retrieve in-
formation on the orientation of the interfacial region as w
as identification of its symmetry@4,5#. Many liquid crystals
possess conjugatedp systems with a high second-order h
perpolarizabilityb. When oriented they contribute to stron
SHG signals and data analysis is drastically simplified si
the molecular hyperpolarizability tensor is usually domina
by a single componentbzzz in the direction of thep system.

SHG was used to determine the orientation of the liqu
crystal 48n-alkyl-4-cyanobiphenyl in the interfacial region
and these findings were correlated with the orientational
der of the bulk@6#. Freely suspended films of the smec
phaseSA of 48n-octyl-4-cyanobiphenyl~8CB! were also in-
vestigated by SHG@7#. The SHG signal versus the laye
numberN could be approximated by a straight line throu
the origin and no deviations for small layer numbers w
observed. Therefore, it could be concluded that a freely s
pended film consists of layers identical in structure to th
in the SA bulk phase where an interdigitated bilayer with
antiparallel molecular arrangement was identified. Due to
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molecular arrangement the dipole contribution to the SH
signal vanishes and thus the SHG signal is only made u
its weak quadrupole contribution.

Deposited on glass@8# or water@9#, the very same liquid
crystal forms initially a monolayer with tilt. The SHG analy
sis for a thick film (>100 mm! turned out to be fairly com-
plex since the quadrupole contribution of the bulk phase
to be separated from the dipole contribution of the mon
layer. The quadrupole contribution to the polarizability
about a factor of 1000 weaker than the dipole contributi
but it scales with the number of molecules. As a result, b
can be of the same order. Due to a phase shift ofp between
both contributions, the observed SHG signal of a thick film
weaker than the monolayer signal. Ultrathin layers of 8CB
the air-water interface have been investigated by Xueet al.
@10#. They observed a strong decrease in the SHG sig
during the formation of the first bilayer on top of the mon
layer. These findings were also explained in terms of a qu
rupole contribution of the bilayer. This interpretation appe
to be puzzling since a simple estimation reveals that b
should be orders of magnitude apart.

The difference in the structure of a freely suspended fi
and one deposited on a glass slide or formed at the air-w
interface can be understood. With the latter the polar h
group is preferentially attached to the polar substrate and
result an oriented monolayer with tilt is formed. Accordin
to the data available, all bilayers of 8CB in the vicinity of th
interface possess properties similar to the volume phase
this contribution these findings are assessed; instead of
a related compound is used that forms during compres
several stable multilayers at the air-water interface. This s
tem is one of the smectic liquid crystals that form stab
multilayers at the air-water interface before a transition t
three-dimensional phase@11,12#. In addition, the system
shows only a little hysteresis. The thickness, orientati
symmetry, and morphology in the arrangement is retriev
from in situ SHG and imaging null ellipsometry measur
ments@13#. These techniques allow a step by step investi
tion of the influence of the interface. Complications in da
ic
1806 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 1807POLAR ORDERING OF SMECTIC LIQUID CRYSTALS . . .
analysis arising from strong quadrupole contributions
also avoided.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Materials

The chemical structure of the amphiphilic liquid-cryst
4-~pentamethyl-disiloxanyl-n-pentyloxy! -48-cyanodiphenyl
~5AB! used in this study is given in Fig. 1. The synthesis a
purification of the material is described in@14#. The most
important structural elements are~i! the mesogenic unit con
sisting of biphenyl,~ii ! the cyano group that anchors it at th
air-water interface and ensures in addition a high hyper
larizability, and~iii ! the siloxane block that provides suffi
cient hydrophobicity and flexibility to prevent crystallizatio
The peak of the UV-visible absorption band is at 307 n
SHG was performed off resonance.

B. Langmuir layer

Monolayer film formations were carried out from the pu
water subphase with no deliberately added solutes~Milli-Q !.
The films were prepared on a commercial Langmuir trou
purchased from R&K GmbH. The liquid crystal was di
solved in chloroform.

C. Optical characterization

Second-harmonic generation experiments were car
out in reflection mode at a fixed angle of incidence of 5
The fundamental (l51064 nm! of an active-passive mod
locked Nd:YAG laser~PY-61, Continuum, where YAG de
notes yttrium aluminum garnet! with a pulse width oft535
ps and a repetition rate of 12.5 Hz was used as a light sou
The beam diameter was adjusted by a telescope to 1.5
All spurious SHG signals created by the optical compone
were removed by a visible cutoff filter~RG630, Schott!
placed just in front of the sample. The frequency-doub
light generated at the interface was separated from the
damental by an IR-cutoff filter~BG39, Schott! in conjunction
with a narrow-band interference filter~532 BP, Instruments
S.A.! and subsequently detected by a photomultip
~C83068, Burle! with a quantum efficiency of 15%. The sig
nal was amplified~V5D, Fa. Seefelder Meatechnik! and pro-
cessed by a 500-MHz, 2-GSa/s digitizing oscilloscope~HP
54522 A, Hewlett-Packard!. All vital elements of the experi-
ment are computer controlled. In order to eliminate expe
mental errors due to fluctuations in laser pulse intensity,
SHG signal of a quartz crystal was used as a reference.
plane of polarization of the incident beam can be rotated
a Glan laser polarizer@extinction ratio 1026 ~PGL, Halle!#
and a low-order quartz half wave plate (Dl50.001, RLQ
Halle! mounted in motor driven rotary stage~M-445.21,

FIG. 1. Chemical structure of the triblock organosiloxane sm
togen 4-~pentamethyl-disiloxanyl-n-pentyloxy-48-cyanodiphenyl
used in this study.
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Physik Instrumente! equipped with optical encoders. The p
larization of the reflected SHG light can be analyzed
means of a Glan-Thomson prism~extinction ratio 1026, Typ
K, Fa. Steeg & Reuter!.

Imaging null ellipsometry was carried out using a set
described in detail in@15#. The procedure used for dat
analysis is described in@16#. All optical characterizations
were performedin situ.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The p-A isotherm of the system is presented in Fig.
together with the SHG data as measured in reflection.
squares represent SHG measurements with anŝ polarization
of the incident fundamental beam, whereas the triangles r
to a p̂ polarization; both were recorded at a fixed analyz
setting of p̂ polarization. The system exhibits some unusu
features. Thep-A isotherm possesses several plateaus. E
corresponds to the coexistence of two phases, which doe
reflect a collapse of the system, as might be concluded f
apparent similarities with other systems@17#. Careful sample
preparation allows the formation of even five bilayers.

Brewster angle microscopy~BAM ! has been used else
where@18# for visualization of the morphology of the sam
liquid-crystal system as investigated here. BAM images
vealed the formation of circular domains. At the end of
plateau a homogeneous layer is again formed. The thickn
of each phase was identified with the aid of x-ray reflecto
etry @19# and thus a formation of a bilayer on top of a mon
layer was verified. Here imaging null ellipsometry@13# was
used and both visualization of the morphology and a sim
taneous thickness determination could be performed. The
eral resolution is of the order of micrometers as compare
centimeters with x rays. The accuracy in the thickness de
mination turned out to be comparable. The advantage of
technique is that the optical measurements are fast, no
structive, and do not require expensive instrumentation.

A null ellipsometric image of the morphology is present
in Fig. 3. The image was recorded in the second plateau
the p-A isotherm. The morphology in all the two-phase r
gions is quite similar; domains are of circular shape and

-

FIG. 2. p-A isotherm ~circles! of the liquid-crystal 5AB to-
gether with the synchronously measured SHG signal. Thep-A iso-
therm exhibits several plateaus. The triangles refer to ap̂ polariza-
tion of the incident fundamental beam, whereas the squares ref
an ŝ polarization; both were recorded at a fixed analyzer setting
p̂ polarization.
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1808 57HARKE, IBN-ELHAJ, MÖHWALD, AND MOTSCHMANN
not possess any internal structure on the mesoscopic le
scale. All domains require the very same extinction setting
the polarization optics in order to achieve a complete can
lation of the light and the contrast in the images can
inverted with the compensator setting. The presence of o
two phases is thus verified. The null setting can be mode
using a Fresnel algorithm and a uniaxial layer model. T
null setting of all domains can be described by a bilayer o
thickness of 1.7 of the molecular length and by the use of
valuesn'51.52 andni51.46 for the extraordinary and th
ordinary refractive index, respectively. All subsequen
formed bilayers are of the same thickness. The value mat
the layer spacing of the smectic phase where an interd
tated bilayer was identified@18#. The driving force for this
structure is the dipole-dipole interaction of the molecu
through their cyano end groups. The first monolayer can
be described by the same set of parameters and poss
different properties.
The above observations are in good agreement with@3#,
where it is claimed that the transition region of a smec
liquid crystal, in contrast to a nematic crystal, comprises o
the first monolayer. Despite apparent similarities betwe
bulk and interfacial region there are striking deviations
revealed by SHG. SHG is determined by the dipole con
bution and measures the components of the macroscopic
ceptibility tensor x (2), which is related to the molecula
quantities by the oriented gas model@20#:

x~2!5(
mol

b5N^b&. ~1!

It states that the susceptibilityx (2) is the sum of the hy-

FIG. 3. Visualization of the morphology with the aid of imagin
null ellipsometry. The image presented was recorded in the sec
plateau of thep-A isotherm, but similar features are observed in
two-phase regions. All domains do not exhibit any internal struct
and require the same setting of the polarization optics for a c
plete cancellation of the reflected light. The contrast of all ima
can be inverted with the compensator setting. The null setting o
domains can be described by a uniaxial layer model assumin
bilayer of thickness of 1.7 of the molecular length and extraordin
and ordinary refractive indices ofn'51.52 andni51.46, respec-
tively.
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perpolarizabilitiesb of all molecules. This can also be ex
pressed in terms of their number densityN and their corre-
sponding orientational average^b& as denoted by the angula
brackets. The macroscopic susceptibility tensorx (2) is de-
fined in the laboratory frame of reference (I ,J,K) as given
by the plane of incidence and the hyperpolarizabilityb is
defined in the molecular frame of reference (i , j ,k). Both
third-rank tensors can be transformed using a Euler trans
mation @21#

b IJK5UI i ~f,u,c!b i jkUJ j
21~f,u,c!UKk

21~f,u,c!, ~2!

with U5RcRbRa and theRi describing the subsequent rot
tion around three axesa,b,c:

Rc~c!5S cosc sin c 0

2sin c cosc 0

0 0 1
D ,

Rb~f!5S cosf sin f 0

2sin f cosf 0

0 0 1
D ;

Ra~u!5S cosu 0 2sin u

0 1 0

sin u 0 cosu
D . ~3!

Evaluation of these equations is a tedious procedure inv
ing lengthy expressions relating the individual tensor co
ponents. The explicit calculation can be found in@22# or can
be conveniently generated with the aid of algebraic compu
math packages~e.g.,MATHEMATICA, Wolfram Research!.

From our experimental arrangement these equations
significantly simplified. The chromophore used in this stu
is dominated by itsbzzz component with its value being or
ders of magnitude greater than any other element of the
sor. Thus theb tensor can be treated as a scalar quantity
addition, the number of independent tensor elements is
ther reduced by the symmetry in the arrangement of the m
ecules. In our experiment aC`v symmetry with an isotropic
azimuthal distribution of the molecules is observed. The
maining tensor elements are

xzzz5Nbzzẑ cos3 u&,
~4!

xxxz5xxzx5xzxx5xyyz5xzyy51/2Nbzzẑ cosu sin2 u&.

Thus a SHG analysis allows the determination of the num
density and the orientation of the chromophore.

The isotherm can be divided into four parts as indicated
Fig. 2. Each part exhibits strikingly different features in t
SHG experiment. Strong fluctuations in the SHG signal
observed in region I. The surface of the sample is not hom
geneously covered by a gaseous phase. Instead, patch
liquid crystal are floating on the surface and move in and
of the laser spot driven by convection. The size and distri
tion of the patches are dependent on the preparation co
tions. The SHG signal becomes stable as soon as an ons
the surface pressurep is recorded and a homogeneo
monolayer is formed~region II!. Monolayer compression is
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57 1809POLAR ORDERING OF SMECTIC LIQUID CRYSTALS . . .
accompanied by a strong increase in the SHG intensity
selected polarization settingsI 2v( p̂⇒ p̂) ~triangles! in Fig. 2
and I 2v( ŝ⇒ p̂) ~squares!. The ratio between these quantitie
is dependent on the prevailing orientational order within
Langmuir film and changes significantly with compressio
These findings cannot be explained in terms of the num
densityN and differs from the constant tilt angle for an 8C
monolayer during compression as reported in@23#. Hence it
has to be explained in terms of changes in tilt.

The most accurate determination of the tilt angle can
achieved by a continuous rotation of the plane of polarizat
P of the incident beam at fixed settings of the analyzerA.
With the aid of Maxwell’s equations a relation between t
intensity I 2v and I v can be derived. For an analyzer setti
at p̂ the following equation holds:

I 2v5Du~A cos2P1C sin2P!xzxx
~2! 1B cos2Pxzzz

~2!u2I ~v!2,
~5!

with

A5@Fz~2v!Fx~v!22Fx~2v!Fz~v!#Fx~v!cos2 a,

B5Fz~2v!Fz
2~v!sin2 a,

C5Fz~2v!Fy
2~v!,

D54S m0

e0
D 3/2

v2 tan2 a,

whereP is the angle denoting the polarization of the fund
mental with respect to the plane of incidence,a is the angle
of incidence,m0 is the permeability constant,e0 is the per-
mittivity constant, andFi is the Fresnel factor as derived b
the boundary conditions at the interfaces. The value is de
mined by the dielectric function of the individual layer an
the angle of incidencea. The corresponding equation for a
analyzer setting atŝ reads

I 2v5DFy
2~2v!Fy

2~v!Fz
2~v!sin2~2P!uxyzy

~2! u2I ~2v!2.
~6!

The unknown susceptibility components are the fit para
eters. Alternatively, the orientation of the molecule can a
be determined by two subsequent measurements of the in
sity of SHG light for ŝ and p̂ polarizations of the inciden
beam. This procedure is faster and was used to record
chronously the orientation during compression:

^cos3 u&

^cosu sin2 u&
5

xzzz

xzxx
52

A

2B
6

C

2B
AI 2v~P5 p̂!

I 2v~P5 ŝ!
. ~7!

The correct sign~1 or 2! in Eq. ~8! can be determined by a
additional intensity measurement at a different polarizer
ting.

Figure 4 shows a representative measurement of the S
intensityI 2v at a surface pressure ofp510 mN/m. The polar
diagram shows the SHG intensityI 2v as a function of the
plane of polarizationP of the fundamental beam. Th
squares represent the SHG data as measured and the
line refers to a fit according to Eqs.~6! and ~7!. Figure 4~a!
corresponds to an analyzer setting ofA5 ŝ. The absence o
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second-harmonic light withŝ polarization forŝ or p̂ polar-
ization of the fundamental is in agreement with an isotro
azimuthal distribution of the molecules. Figure 4~b! shows
the corresponding data together with the best fit for an a
lyzer setting atp̂ polarization. Based on these data and t
algorithm described, the orientation within region II of th
p-A isotherm can be retrieved. The result is plotted in Fig
Monolayer compression is accompanied by a signific
change in the tilt angle of about 8°. A tilt angle of 0° refe
to an organization of the molecule parallel to the surfa
normal.

Region III of thep-A isotherm corresponds to the firs
coexistence region of a bilayer and monolayer. Surprising
the bilayer formation is accompanied by a significant d
crease in the recorded SHG intensity. The arrangement o
molecules lead to a partial cancellation of the SHG light.
our experimental arrangement SHG is mainly generated
the dipole contribution of the nonlinear polarization. Highe
order terms of the polarization wave such as quadrupole c
tributions can be neglected. Experimental evidence of
was provided in@24#. In that paper the SHG intensity of
monolayer was measured and compared to the SHG si
recorded on samples where further molecules from the
phase have been deposited onto the monolayer. Due to
preparation process, no preferential absolute orientation~up

FIG. 4. SHG intensityI 2v plotted in a polar diagram as a func
tion of the plane of polarizationP of the fundamental beam
Squares represent the measured SHG data and the solid line
to a fit according to Eqs.~7! and ~6!. ~a! An analyzer setting ofA

5 ŝ. ~b! The corresponding data together with the best fit for
analyzer setting atp̂ polarization. The measurement was perform
in the monolayer region at a surface pressure ofp510 mN/m.
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or down! of the deposited molecules is observed. The exp
ment detected the first decrease in SHG once the numb
deposited molecules exceeded those within the monolaye
a factor of 10.

Therefore, our experimental data can only be explain
by dipole contributions within the layer system. Two pos
bilities that give rise to this are structural changes in
monolayer due to bilayer formation and a SHG signal wit
phase shift ofp with respect to the monolayer contributio
generated by the interdigitated bilayer. The first can be ru
out by a great body of experimental evidence. The featu
observed in the SHG experiment would require a reduc
of the number of moleculesN within the monolayer by a
factor of 2. Such a dramatic change should also be refle
in the surface tension, which is mainly governed by the fi
monolayer at the air-water interface. Furthermore, the e
tron density of the uncovered monolayer matches the va
of a monolayer covered with a bilayer according to x-r
measurements@19#. Also changes in the orientational ord
within the monolayer fail to describe the measurement. A
change in the orientational order is reflected in the ratio
I 2v( p̂⇒ p̂)/I 2v( ŝ⇒ p̂) according to Eq.~8!. This ratio varies
only slightly ~from 0.36 to 0.58! corresponding to tilt angles
from 54° to 61°, respectively, and is insufficient to accou
for the observed experimental features. It would lead only
a drop in SHG by a factor of 0.92 as calculated by use
Eqs.~7! and~6!. Therefore the experimental observation ca
not be described by a monolayer contribution.

Instead, it is evident that the interdigitated bilayer co
tains an excess of dipoles. The decrease in the signal req
a phase shift ofp, which is produced by an upside dow
orientation of the excess dipoles with respect to the one
the monolayer. Since, in addition, the nonlinear signalsI 2v

decrease for both polarizer settingsŝ and p̂, the dipoles in
the monolayer possess, in addition, a tilt. In the case wh
the first bilayer would match the organization of the smec
SA bulk phase (u50), all components of the susceptibilit
tensor despitexzzz vanish, as is evident from Eq.~5!. As a
result, the SHG signalI 2v( ŝ⇒ p̂) would be independent o
the area per molecule as can be readily seen from Eq.~7!.

The excess of molecules pointing to the monolayer can

FIG. 5. Tilt angle as a function of the area per molecule. Mo
layer compression is accompanied by a significant change in
orientational order. A tilt angle of 0° refers to an upright organiz
tion parallel to the surface normal
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estimated subject to certain simplifying assumptions. Int
ducing the same dielectric functione for monolayer and bi-
layer I 2v( ŝ⇒ p̂) reads

I mono
2v 5Auxzxx

~2! u2I ~v!2, ~8!

I bi
2v5Auxzxx

~2! ~M2!2xzxx
~2! ~M1!u2I ~v!2. ~9!

The phase difference between both SHG contributio
exp@ik(RW mono2RW bi)# can be neglected since the geometric
distance (RW mono2RW bi) is much smaller than the wavelengt
Assuming further the same tilt angle for excess dipoles
observed in the bilayer, one obtains a ratio of excess dip
pointing opposite to the monolayer dipoles:

dN5S 12
AI M1

AI M2
D Nmono50.44Nmono. ~10!

The same feature holds in region IV of the isotherm, bu
much less pronounced. Hence the influence of the interf
comprises two bilayers.

The microscopic polar ordering is illustrated in Fig.
Since our interpretation contradicts that of Xueet al. @10#,
we performed, in addition, surface potential measurement
provide further experimental evidence. The measured sur
potential is plotted together with thep-A isotherm in Fig. 7.
A significant drop in the surface potential is observed
region III of the isotherm. Detailed and systematic stud
and discussions will be given elsewhere. At this stage

-
he
-

FIG. 6. Schematic representation of the microscopic polar
dering within the layers.

FIG. 7. Surface potential~SP! ~squares! andp-A isotherm~tri-
angles!. A significant decrease in the SP is observed in region I
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57 1811POLAR ORDERING OF SMECTIC LIQUID CRYSTALS . . .
only estimate the excess of dipoles in the bilayer point
opposite to the monolayer dipoles. The surface potentia
the incompressible monolayer~i.e., at pointM1; see Fig. 7!
containingNmono with dipoles pointing down reads, atM1,

DVmono'530 mV. ~11!

The surface potential of the three-layer film~i.e., at point
M2, see Fig. 7! that consist of a bilayer on top of the mon
layer reads

DV25DVmono1DVbi5350 mV. ~12!

Thus the excess of dipoles pointing up within the bilayer
related to the observed drop in the surface potential acc
ing to

Nbi
up2Nbi

down

Nmono
5

DVbi

DVmono
, ~13!

which gives
.

ev

. A

a

g
of

s
d-

Nbi
up2Nbi

down'0.34Nmono, ~14!

being in good agreement with the SHG data.

IV. CONCLUSION

A smectogen 5AB anchored at the air-water interface
been investigated. Thep-A isotherm possesses a variety
plateaus that correspond to the formation of a bilayer on
of the preformed multilayer. The bilayer gradually adopts t
structure of the smecticSA bulk phase and hence this a
rangement allows an assessment of the influence of the
terface on the molecular organization in the bulk. Seco
harmonic generation was able to reveal, in contrast to
results of surface potential measurements with 8CB@23#, a
significant change in tilt angle with compression. Furth
more, in analogy to nematic liquid crystals, a transition
gion between the interfacial layer and the volume phase
been found for smectic liquid crystals. The first and seco
interdigitated bilayers exhibit significant deviations from t
volume phase. They contain an excess of dipoles with
orientation opposite to those in the monolayer. The num
of excess dipoles is about 40% of the monolayer dipoles
contrast to the bulk, there are also tilted molecules in
bilayer.
ter.

H.
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